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Halcyon
An official companion to the 'Second Season', this
work contains behind the scenes interviews, an
episode guide and scores of photos, including a colour
gallery.

The Lost
Shadow Man
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SG-1 wanted the technology to save Earth from the
Goa'uld but the mission failed. Now Washington wants
Jack O'Neill's blood and Senator Robert Kinsey is
forcing the issue. The Tok'ra mission may help O'Neill,
but it is very risky because it means infiltrating a
Goa'uld slave breeding farm to recruit humans wiling
to join the Tok'ra.

Stargate SG1 Compendium
The team is stranded on a doomed world.

The Reliquary
The Barque of Heaven
Colonel Jack O'Neill and his SG-1 team find
themselves stranded on a primitive world where the
inhabitants pay homage to the Goa'uld by providing
their best specimens as host bodies for their young.

Roswell
Provides a guide to all twenty episodes of the tenth
season, offering in-depth profiles of the major
characters, interviews with the cast and crew, and a
behind-the-scenes look at costumes, stunts, and
production design.

Relativity
Stargate Command is in crisis - too many teams
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wounded, too many dead. Tensions are running high
and, with the pressure to deliver tangible results
never greater, General Hammond is forced to call in
the Pentagon strike team to plug the holes. But help
has its price.

¬The reliquary0
Colonel Jack O'Neill and the Stargate SG-1 team
undertake a new mission that prompts a journey to
myriad worlds in their efforts to safeguard humanity
from hostile alien forces. Original.

Reading Stargate SG-1
The Stargate SG-1 team find themselves transported
to a world where they must solve a series of riddles
and avoid deadly traps in order to travel home.
Pursued by Goa'uld and Jaffa, it is a race against
death to the finish line.

Do No Harm
After her mother’s death, Cassie Fraiser is moving on.
So she thinks. But there are dangerous forces at work
and she soon finds herself caught up in a situation far
beyond her control. It’s a good thing Colonel Carter
was keeping an eye on her. But while Carter rallies
SG-1 to Cassie’s aid, events on Atlantis are going from
bad to worse. Facing a deadly plague and a computer
virus that’s shutting down the city, it looks like
Colonel Sheppard’s team will provide rich pickings for
the incoming Wraith hive ship. But sometimes events
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galaxies apart are connected in unexpected ways—
and help comes from the most surprising of places. In
this action-packed story, Sabine C. Bauer brings
together the heroes of Stargate SG-1 and Stargate
Atlantis in the fight of their lives… TRANSITIONS “I
repeat, Colonel. What the hell happened?” “Uh…” Oh
damn, he knew that frown. She was about to technobabble. Given the way his head felt, he probably
wouldn’t survive that. “Twenty-five words or less, and
no more than three syllables each, Carter!” “Jack!
Sam!” Daniel came climbing over the mounds of
rubble, Teal’c in his wake. They looked a little singed
around the edges, but otherwise seemed to be in full
working order. “You guys okay?” gasped Daniel.
“What the hell happened?” “That’s what I’m trying to
find out. Carter!” “When the missile struck the car,
the blast took out the gas pumps and set off whatever
fuel was left in the underground tanks. Twenty-four
words, sir.” She grinned. “There was a chance that
some of the shrapnel might hit the chopper, but I
hadn’t actually dared count on it. I guess there was a
little more gas in those tanks than I’d thought…”

Rising
A critical study of the cult television series Stargate
SG-1 and its spinoff, Stargate Atlantis, provides a
close-up look at its characters, themes, plots,
representations of alien cultures, interaction with fan
fiction, and more, accompanied by a complete
episode guide of both series, an interview with a staff
writer, and a glossary of terms. Original.
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Con Quest!
Stargate Sg-1
Presents the novelization of the pilot of the hit sci-fi
adventure TV show, Stargate Atlantis.

STARGATE SG-1 ATLANTIS Points of
Origin
When a Stargate malfunction throws Colonel Cameron
Mitchell, Dr. Daniel Jackson, and Colonel Sam Carter
back in time, they only have minutes to live. But their
rescue, by an unlikely duo - General Jack O'Neill and
Vala Mal Doran - is only the beginning of their
problems.

Alliances
This book presents a perspective of network analysis
as a tool to find and quantify significant structures in
the interaction patterns between different types of
entities. Moreover, network analysis provides the
basic means to relate these structures to properties of
the entities. It has proven itself to be useful for the
analysis of biological and social networks, but also for
networks describing complex systems in economy,
psychology, geography, and various other fields.
Today, network analysis packages in the open-source
platform R and other open-source software projects
enable scientists from all fields to quickly apply
network analytic methods to their data sets.
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Altogether, these applications offer such a wealth of
network analytic methods that it can be
overwhelming for someone just entering this field.
This book provides a road map through this jungle of
network analytic methods, offers advice on how to
pick the best method for a given network analytic
project, and how to avoid common pitfalls. It
introduces the methods which are most often used to
analyze complex networks, e.g., different global
network measures, types of random graph models,
centrality indices, and networks motifs. In addition to
introducing these methods, the central focus is on
network analysis literacy – the competence to decide
when to use which of these methods for which type of
question. Furthermore, the book intends to increase
the reader's competence to read original literature on
network analysis by providing a glossary and
intensive translation of formal notation and
mathematical symbols in everyday speech. Different
aspects of network analysis literacy – understanding
formal definitions, programming tasks, or the analysis
of structural measures and their interpretation – are
deepened in various exercises with provided
solutions. This text is an excellent, if not the best
starting point for all scientists who want to harness
the power of network analysis for their field of
expertise.

Stargate SG1 -Transitions
Secret Service Agent Oakes Weaver is in the midst of
the biggest assignment of her career—leading the
advance team for President Andrew Powell’s
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impending trip to Philadelphia where everyone
expects he will be nominated to run for a second
term. The last thing she needs is a tragedy among the
president's inner circle that might not be an accident,
or the sudden recruitment of Ari Rostof, a woman who
might be a lot more than she seems. But Oakes
doesn't get a say in policy. She only has to secure the
president’s safety—at all costs. First Daughter Blair
Powell and her spouse, Cameron Roberts, are among
the reelection campaign members accompanying
President Andrew Powell to Philadelphia. While the
president may be protected by his Secret Service
agents, those close to him are literally in the kill zone,
and his adversaries will stop at nothing to further
their cause—even mass murder.

Stargate SG-1
Searching for their lost crew after the terrible events
of Homecoming, the Stargate Atlantis team turns to
their enemies for help as Teyla and Ronon seek
information from the Genii, and Colonel Sheppard
reopens tense negotiations with the Wraith. Original.

Network Analysis Literacy
Honor Harrington has been called to command Eighth
Fleet against the Republic of Haven, but when she
discovers the Star Kingdom is badly outnumbered by
the Republic's fleet, the cost of victory will be
agonizingly high. 110,000 first printing.

At All Costs
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STARGATE SG-1 ATLANTIS Homeworlds
What is it about the TV show Stargate SG-1 that
makes it so popular - so different from comparable
series? A comprehensive introduction for new fans
and a multi-season storyline and character
development reference for longterm fans. Interesting
facts and sidebars for each episode uncover not only
the myths and science behind the stories but the
writing, directing and special effects used to tell
them. With exclusive interviews with cast members,
writers, directors and special effects supervisors, this
is THE story of the CGI wunderkind that is SG-1.

The Price You Pay
in a world known as P4V-837, the SG-1 team
encounters the Kayeechi, a race of apparently
hospitable natives, but, after a few hours on the
planet, the members of the team find themselves
experiencing bizarre hallucinations that become
progressively darker and more terrifying. Reissue. (A
Sci-Fi Channel series, starring Richard Dean
Anderson)

The Complete Directory to Prime Time
Network and Cable TV Shows,
1946-Present
Stargate: Atlantis is back with brand new comic book
adventures that pick up right where the acclaimed TV
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series left off! Comic art legend Greg LaRocque
(Flash: The Return of Barry Allen, Web of Spider-Man)
and newcomer Scottie Watson join the writing team of
Mark L. Haynes & J.C. Vaughn (24, Stargate Universe)
to deliver the powerful and long-awaited new tales of
John Sheppard, Teyla, Ronon, Rodney McKay and the
rest of the beloved characters. After Atlantis is
stranded on Earth following the events in the series'
cliffhanger ending, what surprising danger threatens
them and our whole planet? And while they're on
Earth, what new menace enters the scene in the
Pegasus galaxy? All will be revealed in this exciting
new collection of American Mythology's first two story
arcs, StargateAtlantis: Back To Pegasus and Stargate
Atlantis: Gateways, the comics that made one review
say, "As far as television franchises continuing on in
comic books I think this one is definitely the most
authentic to the series."

The Rhesus Factor
Explore the Stargate SG-1 universe as never before
with the expertise and insight of noted professionals
from a diverse range of fields: from archaeology to
parasitology to science fiction, is a fascinating
collection of essays that delve into every aspect of
Stargate with the same humor and intellectual
curiosity of the show itself.

Super Graphic
Stargate Atlantis
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Siren Song
AMERICA’S #1 BESTSELLING TELEVISION BOOK WITH
MORE THAN HALF A MILLION COPIES IN PRINT– NOW
REVISED AND UPDATED! PROGRAMS FROM ALL
SEVEN COMMERCIAL BROADCAST NETWORKS, MORE
THAN ONE HUNDRED CABLE NETWORKS, PLUS ALL
MAJOR SYNDICATED SHOWS! This is the must-have
book for TV viewers in the new millennium–the entire
history of primetime programs in one convenient
volume. It’s a guide you’ll turn to again and again for
information on every series ever telecast. There are
entries for all the great shows, from evergreens like
The Honeymooners, All in the Family, and Happy Days
to modern classics like 24, The Office, and Desperate
Housewives; all the gripping sci-fi series, from Captain
Video and the new Battle Star Galactica to all versions
of Star Trek; the popular serials, from Peyton Place
and Dallas to Dawson’s Creek and Ugly Betty; the
reality show phenomena American Idol, Survivor, and
The Amazing Race; and the hits on cable, including
The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, Top Chef, The
Sopranos, Curb Your Enthusiasm, Project Runway, and
SpongeBob SquarePants. This comprehensive guide
lists every program alphabetically and includes a
complete broadcast history, cast, and engaging plot
summary–along with exciting behind-the-scenes
stories about the shows and the stars. MORE THAN
500 ALL-NEW LISTINGS from Heroes and Grey’s
Anatomy to 30 Rock and Nip/Tuck UPDATES ON
CONTINUING SHOWS such as CSI, Gilmore Girls, The
Simpsons, and The Real World EXTENSIVE CABLE
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COVERAGE with more than 1,000 entries, including a
description of the programming on each major cable
network AND DON’T MISS the exclusive and updated
“Ph.D. Trivia Quiz” of 200 questions that will
challenge even the most ardent TV fan, plus a
streamlined guide to TV-related websites for those
who want to be constantly up-to-date SPECIAL
FEATURES! • Annual program schedules at a glance
for the past 61 years • Top-rated shows of each
season • Emmy Award winners • Longest-running
series • Spin-off series • Theme songs • A fascinating
history of TV “This is the Guinness Book of World
Records . . . the Encyclopedia Britannica of
television!” –TV Guide

City of the Gods
Stargate Command's attempts to sign a treaty with
the Pack, a race of gypsy space travellers, is
jeopardised by a series of attacks from an unknown
enemy. While searching for the perpetrators, Jack
begins to suspect that the Pack are concealing a
dangerous secret.

Cost of Honor
My enemy’s enemy… When a Crystal Skull is
discovered beneath the Pyramid of the Sun in Mexico,
it ignites a cataclysmic chain of events that maroons
SG-1 on a dying world. Xalótcan is a brutal society,
steeped in death and sacrifice, where the bloody gods
of the Aztecs demand tribute from a fearful and
superstitious population. But that’s the least of
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Colonel Jack O’Neill’s problems. With Xalótcan on the
brink of catastrophe, Dr Daniel Jackson insists that
O’Neill must fulfil an ancient prophesy and lead its
people to salvation. But with the world tearing itself
apart, can anyone survive? As fear and despair
plunge Xalótcan into chaos, SG-1 find themselves with
ringside seats at the end of the world… Special
section: Excerpts from Dr Daniel Jackson’s mission
journal!

STARGATE SG-1 Kali's Wrath
A brutal society needs the team to harness Wraith
technology.

The Morpheus Factor
Aris Boch is back--and this time he's after Daniel
Jackson.

Stargate SG-1
Six of the very best scripts from the smash hit show,
now shown on the Sci Fi Channel(, are joined by
bonus materials including an in-depth introduction
about the writing of the show, deleted scenes,
commentary and background, rare pictures, and
exclusive interviews with the writers. Photos.

Homecoming
"An awesome adventure that celebrates fandom—and
what could be better than that?" —Nerdist The debut
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novel from bestselling author Sam Maggs, Con Quest!
is a comics convention adventure for young readers
about fandom, family, and finding your place in the
world! Cat and Alex are excited to be at the world’s
most popular comics convention—and they’re even
more excited to compete in the Quest, a huge
scavenger hunt run by their favorite nerdy celebrity.
The big prize: a chance to meet him! The twins ditch
their older sister Fi and set off to find geeky clues,
tackle nerdy challenges, and cross as many items as
possible off their Quest list, which includes
volunteering at an Artist Alley booth, gathering
cosplayers in enough colors to make a double
rainbow, and actually finding something healthy to
eat in the convention center! Can the twins work
together even when they disagree on how to
compete? Will Fi find Cat and Alex before their
parents realize they’re missing? Most importantly, can
these ultimate fans complete the ultimate Quest? An
Imprint Book "An absolute treasure, full of heart,
fandom, and family." —Marieke Nijkamp, New York
Times-bestselling author of The Oracle Code

Stepping Through The Stargate
In this first installment in a six book series set after
the end of Stargate Atlantis's final season, Atlantis
returns to the Pegasus Galaxy where the Wraith are
now under the new and powerful Queen of Death who
desperately needs Dr. Rodney McKay--the only one
who can lead them to Earth. Original.

Stargate SG1 - City of the Gods
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In the far future, human culture develops five
distinctive genders due to the effects of a drug that
eases sickness from faster-than-light travel. Winner of
a Lambda Literary Award for Gay/Lesbian Science
Fiction, "Shadow Man" remains one of the more
important modern, speculative novels ever published
in the field of gender and sexual identity.

Stargate SG1 - City of the Gods
My enemy’s enemy… When a Crystal Skull is
discovered beneath the Pyramid of the Sun in Mexico,
it ignites a cataclysmic chain of events that maroons
SG-1 on a dying world. Xalótcan is a brutal society,
steeped in death and sacrifice, where the bloody gods
of the Aztecs demand tribute from a fearful and
superstitious population. But that’s the least of
Colonel Jack O’Neill’s problems. With Xalótcan on the
brink of catastrophe, Dr Daniel Jackson insists that
O’Neill must fulfil an ancient prophesy and lead its
people to salvation. But with the world tearing itself
apart, can anyone survive? As fear and despair
plunge Xalótcan into chaos, SG-1 find themselves with
ringside seats at the end of the world… Special
section: Excerpts from Dr Daniel Jackson’s mission
journal!

Hydra
The comic book universe is adventurous, mystifying,
and filled with heroes, villains, and cosplaying ComicCon attendees. This book by one of Wired magazine's
art directors traverses the graphic world through a
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collection of pie charts, bar graphs, timelines, scatter
plots, and more. Super Graphic offers readers a
unique look at the intricate and sometimes
contradictory storylines that weave their way through
comic books, and shares advice for navigating the
pages of some of the most popular, longest-running,
and best-loved comics and graphic novels out there.
From a colorful breakdown of the DC Comics reader
demographic to a witty Venn diagram of superhero
comic tropes and a Chris Ware sadness scale, this
book charts the most arbitrary and monumental
characters, moments, and equipment of the wide
world of comics. Plus, this is the fixed format version,
which includes high-resolution images.

Approaching the Possible
From the author of Stargate: SG-1 - CITY OF THE
GODS] The news is full of global warming speculation.
The US government is under attack for its stance on
greenhouse emissions yet in the background, away
from the camera's eye, the real world is in decay. The
Rhesus Factor is fiction, but it is up to the reader to
determine just how much so, for all the issues are real
the research and outcomes are happening now, yet
no one seems to notice or care. Have we really
reached the point of no return Coupled with the latest
scientific research conducted by Washington experts,
this book is closer to fact than we realise and there is
very little we can do to change the future.

A Matter of Honor
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Stargate Atlantis
A letter bequeathed by a disgraced British colonel to
his only son, Adam, sets in motion a deadly chain of
events involving the KGB, the CIA, and the terrible
secret that Adam is carrying. Reprint.
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